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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an approach for understanding a spatial 

structure from a wire-6amed environmental model which has been 
conswcted by a mobile robot with a stereo system. We discover 
the object surfaces using relations of line connection and some 

geometrical constraints. This method on also infer lndetected lines, 
thus the occluded surfaces can be reconstructed. We prescnt 
experimental results on some simulated data and a natural scene 
data 

INTRODUCTION 

A number of m h e r s  have investigated vision-based 
navigation of autonomous mobile robot, using passive sensing 

systems; stem omera a motion c a m  system [I]. 
In general, by using the passive sensing system, the robot can 

obtain threedimensional data of objects. We have presented the 

mobile robot which has the binocular vision and can build the 3-D 
model of the robot's environment by using the principle of the 
trinccular vision [2]. This 3-D data we have been using, come from 

an edge- algorithm that yields a wire frame description of the 

scene, i.e, a set of 3-D coordinates of line segments in 3-D space. 
For navigation, however, we need the slrrface-based information to 

determine free space where the robot can move, and to identify 

objects or walls. These information may be useful f a  a mobile 

robot. 

Faugeras et a1.[31 proposed an algorithm to generate surfaces 
based on Delaunay triangulation of the scene but it may produce 
false surfaces. Furthermore, this method takes a long computational 
time, and thereby the method is not applicable to real time 

navigation. 
Sugimoto et al.[4] proposed another algorithm which does not 

produce false surface. However, it assumes a set of 3D loops. It is 

difficult to obtain 3-D loops because of the noise in the input 

images. 
This paper presents an approach for understanding surfaces and 

their spatial structures from a wire-framed environmental model. 

The model has been constructed by a mobile robot with stereo 

system. We can discover both convex and concave object's surfaces 
using b i c  geometrical knowledge of the 3-D world. 

The method has three processes as follows; plane extraction, 
generation of regions and region verification. 

First, we fmd the candidate surfaces from a wire-framed model. 

Then we detect the surface regions by confirming the neighbor 

relationships between candidate surfaces. However, it is difficult to 

discover invisible (occluded) surfaces; e.g., the inside of the caves 

such as arch and the hidden side of the objects. By using some 

heuristic relationships between neighboring surfaces and by 

enlarging the predicted surfaces until the surface contacts with 

neighboring surfaces, the occluded surfaces can be also 
reconstructed. We store geometrical constraints rn rules ad infer the 
spatial configuration from the wireframe model. Our system can 

recognize the surfaces and spatial configuration of the environment 
even if the obtained location data have noise and lose some 

bundary edges 
As a result, our system obtains a hierarchical representation of 

the environment s shown in Fig. 1. 
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PLANE EXTRACTION 

First, we tind the candidate surfaces from a wire-framed model. 

Each line segment in the wire-framed model is caused by one of the 
edges which surround surfaces of objects. However, the lines 

detected by the stereo system are usually not perfect and those line 
segments are disconnected. Then we consider segments which are 
close to each other belong to a same surface, and compute the 

candidate surface from those segments. 
In Fig.2, p,q and p+& are neighboring two line segments. If the 

distance L benvm p,q, ad p , ~ ,  is less than or equal to a threshold. 
we consider these segments are connected each other at point c. the 

middle point of L. 
The normal vector of the candidate surface is -nted by -.-_. 

n=piq i .p2qz. 
The geometric equation of the candidate surface is &termifled by 

the normal vector ii and the point c. Once the candidate surfaces are 
found, all the line segments on each candidate surface are exaacted. 

Those segments ae stcred as components of each candidate surface. 



For example, from the wire-framed model composed of three line 
segments as shown in Fig.3(a), three candidate surfaces are 
determined as shown in Fig.3(b). 

GENERATION O F  REGIONS 

Next. we detect surface regions on each candidate surface. In the 
preceding section, we describe the scheme to compute the 
geometrical equation of each candidate surface. However, we haven't 
determined the boundaries of them. In this scction, we will &suibe 
a method to decide the boundaries of surfaces 

F i t .  we extract the candidates for edgeand vertex. As shown in 
Fig.4, each candidate vertex can be determined as the intersection of 
more than bee mdependent candidate surfaces 

Fig.5 illustrates the method to fmd candidates for edge. If a line 
segment is found between two candidate vertices, the portion 
between these two candidate vertices is selected as a d d a t e  for 

edge. 

graph of vertex and edge is already generated, closed loops of edges 
can be found by searching the graph. For example, on the 

illustrated candidate surface in Fig.6, there are six candidate edge$ 
ad two regions (a ard b) are deb3aed as candidate regions. However. 
sometimes such closed loops can not be found because the obtained 
data have noise and boundary edges are lost. In this case, we use 

some heuristic relationships between neighboring surfaces. Its 
details are hi at the section 'Heuristic generation of edge 
hypothesis'. 4 

REGION VERIFICATION 

In this step. we verify whether each region is hole or real surface 
by using geometrical relations of line segments. When the region is 
a real surface. line segments. which are components of other 
surfaces. do not appear inside the region in the image. On the other 
hand, when the region is a hole, some other edges can appear on its 
inside as shown in Fig.7. Thus, by judging whether other line 
segments appear inside the region or not, we can detect whetha 
each region is hole or real surface. 

In the region verification process, regions are first classified into 
two types. If there are some objects behind a region, the region is 
labeled 'hole'. Otherwise, the region is labeled 'surface'. 

slrrface hole 

: candidate forvedex < candidate for edge 

Thus we could find a set of candidates for vertex and edge from 
candidate surfaces. Next, we detect surface regions on each candidate 
surface. Each surface region is detected by a closed loop of candidate 
edges. After this, we call the surface region simply 'region'. As the 

After detecting the type of each region, we check the relations 
bemen types of neighboring regions on the same candidate surface. 
'Ihere are three cases in the combination of types of two adjacent 
regions; 'hole-surface'. 'surface-surface' and 'hole-hole'. In the first 
case where one region has a label 'surface' and the other's is 'hole'. 
the boundary between two regions is labeled as real edge (Fig.t(a)). 
In second case where both regions are labeled as 'surface', the edge 
between two region is thought to be a inner line. we remove the 
edge between two regions and merge them to one region because it 
must be texture on the surface(Fig.8@)). The last case, both regions 
have a label 'hole' (Fig.8(c)) is impossible because we assume the 



ESTIMATION O F  OCCLUDED SURFACES 

It is difficult to discover invisible (occluded) surfaces; e.g., the 
inside of the cave, the hidden side of the object. Using some 
heuristic relationships between neighboring surfaces, we can 
reconstruct the occluded surfaces. 

When we could obtain more than two line segments on each 
occluded surface, we can estimate candidate surfaces in the same way 
as unoccluded surfaces (Fig.9). 

(Fig.lZ(b)). We would like to discriminate real surfaces from false 
ones. False ones have a common feature that all line segments on 
the candidate surface belong to more than three candidate surfaces. 
This is heuristic which work on worst cases; however. we believe 
these are some exceptions. At presenf we identify false candidates 
with this featllre d remove them. 

HEURISTIC GENERATION OF EDGE 
HYPOTHESIS 

However, when only one line segment is obtained on a occluded 
surface, this process does not work. Let us consider two occluded 
surfaces in Fig.lO(a) (shaded in the figure). It gives a wireframed 
model like Fig.lO(b). The line segment on each occluded surface is 
only one in wireframed model. Then each geometric equation of 
those candidate surfaces can not be determined by the plane 
extraction process. 

F&lJ 

For this reason, another method has to be applied to these 
surfaces, as follows. 

In this case, each candidate surface is estimated as the plane 
which include both a line segment and the view point where a 
wireframed model is built. After estimating the candidate surface, 
we use the region generation process described in the pmedmg 
section (Fig.11). As the result, we can estimate minimum size of 
free space. Information about free space is thought to be useful for 
navigation of mobile robot, etc. 

visual point 

Fii&l 

ELIMINATION OF FALSE PLANES 

Now, let us consider a pyramid as shown in Fig.lZ(a). In this 
cme, each line segment is the real edge which is boundary of 
surfaces of the objecc. Nevertheless, as the result of surface 
exnaction process, two false candidate surfaces are genemed 

When input data is perfect, our system works well. However, in 
real scene, the obtained data have noise and the lacks of boundary 
edges are occurred in the data of line segments. In this case, using 
some heuristic relationships between neighboring surfaces, we 
@a the lost edges and estimate the regions. 

For example, in Fig.l3(a), one of line segments is lost in input 
wire-frame model. As shown in Fig.l3(b), let us consider two 
surface candidates detected in the plane extraction pmess. On these 
surface candidates, no region can be dewted because the lack of a 
boundary edge is o d  and closed loops can not be obtained. In 
this case, we predict the lost edge (a broken line in Fig.l3(b)) with 
some heuristic relationships; the candidate vertices exist at each end 
of the portion, the portion is at the intersection of two unclosed 
candidate surfaces. Finally, a candidate for edge is inserted at the 
portion, ad two regions are dewted. These regions ae also checked 
in the verification process. 

A 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

m e  experiments are performed to borh some simulated data and a 
real world ( toy houses) data which has been conswucted by a 
mobile robot with stereo system. 

First we show some simple examples in Fig.14.15 and 16. (a) 
shows a simulated data and (b) shows the result of surface in these 



Next simulated data is shown in Fig.l7(a). The supposed object 
in it has an vertex on which four planes placed. This is an example 
of objects which cause false surfaces. The result of surface 
recognition is given in Fig.l7(b). There is no false surface in the 
result ad the occluded surfaces ac also reamtructed . 

Fig.18 shows simulated data which has cave. It is the case that 

we can obsewe only one line segment on the occluded surfaces As 
mentioned preceding section, temporary surfaces  re inserted to 
estimate minimum free space in this case. As shown in Fig.19.20. 
the candidate surfaces can be estimated by assuming the surface 
which include both a line segment and the view point. (In Fig.19, 
viewer's position is same as Fig.18. Fig.20 shifts viewer's position 
from Fig.19 to show inserted surfaces). 

We also applied our system to a real scene. Input image is shown 
in Fig.21. Fig.22 shows detected 3D line segments from Fig.21. 
Detail of acquiring 3D win-framed model can be found in [2]. The 
result of surface recognition is given in Fig.23. Though some 
segments has been lost in Fig.22, they an recognized comcdy as 
shown in Fia.23. 

CONCULUSIONS 

We mentioned a method for recognizing surf- from the 

wireframed model of the environment The proposed system 

provides an explicit volume representation of free space and a 
hierarchical representation of objects. We have shown that the 
representation could be efficiently computed by using some 
geometric & heuristic constraints ad simple visibility constraints. 
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